Tu 1.6 introduction
prototypes and context
figurative language
   metaphor
   metonym
registers
lexicon interacting with morphosyntax
lexicography

Tu 1.13 morphosyntactic word classes
   noun
   verb
   adjective
   adverb
   adposition
   ideophones
   particle
word classes based on semantics or on syntax?
word classes and ontology (what’s out there?)
   Aristotelian categories and Greek word classes
cognitive grammar
   a “visual” approach to grammar
semantic primitives
   a compositional approach to lexical meaning

Tu 1.20 nonconfigurationality
   lexical categories with no hierarchical phrase structure?
root-and-pattern languages (Semitic ablaut)
   lexical concepts prior to word-class categories?
composite lexemes
   compounds
   phrasal verbs
   cognate objects
   verb + AUX combinations
   serial verbs

Tu 1.27 color
   are color concepts universal?
   perception of color
   colors in nature
   micro-grammar of color expressions
   extreme registers
   compressed ritual speech
Tu 2.3 interaction of lexical and grammatical categories
aspect and Aktionsart
motion and directionals
possession (alienability) and classifiers
numerals and partitives
poetic parallelism
  Biblical Hebrew
  Rotinese

Tu 2.10 emotion
  are emotion concepts universal?
human types (personality, race, caste, etc.)
registers

Tu 2.17 human relationships
  kinship
  micro-grammar of kinship expressions
names
  personal names (onomastics)
  place names (toponymy)
extreme registers
  affinal respect registers ("mother-in-law talk")

[spring break]

Tu 3.2 historical linguistics of the lexicon
  etymology
  lexical borrowing
  lexical hybridization
  historical register shift
  lexicostatistics and glottochronology
  lexical and cultural reconstruction (Wörter und Sachen)
  identification of original homeland of language families
  pidgin/creole lexicons
  lexical development of emerging written languages

Tu 3.9 history of English and other monolingual lexicography
other genres: thesaurus
other genres: concordance

  OED http://ets.umdl.umich.edu/o/oed/
  MED PE 679 .M63 (grad and undergrad libraries)

Tu 3.16 body parts (partonomy)
  human, animal, inanimate
topography
orientation
  space
time
adpositions
Tu 3.23 natural kinds
taxonomic levels
flora & fauna
   Linnaean and folk taxonomies
   are plants animate?
   are humans animals?

Tu 3.30 psycholinguistics
   L1 lexical acquisition
   L2 lexical acquisition
   neurolinguistics: aphasia

Tu 4.6 bilingual (cross-language) lexicography
   lexicographic field methods
   lexicography of defunct languages
      attestations, hapaxes, and contexts
   lexicographic politics (nationalism)
      language splits (Serbian/Croatian, Hindi/Urdu)
      translation

Tu 4.13 field lexicography on unwritten languages
   online lexicography
   lexical semantics and information science
      lexical aspects of data harvesting
      semantic web
      learning collocations

Tu 4.20 student reports